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Critical Acclaim for Pi and the AGM: "Fortunately we have the Borwein's beautiful book
. . . explores in the first five chapters the glorious world so dear to Ramanujan . . . would
be a marvelous text book for a graduate course."--Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society "What am I to say about this quilt of a book? One is reminded of
Debussy who, on being asked by his harmony teacher to explain what rules he was
following as he improvised at the piano, replied, "Mon plaisir." The authors are cultured
mathematicians. They have selected what has amused and intrigued them in the hope
that it will do the same for us. Frankly, I cannot think of a more provocative and
generous recipe for writing a book . . . (it) is cleanly, even beautifully written, and
attractively printed and composed. The book is unique. I cannot think of any other book
in print which contains more than a smidgen of the material these authors have
included.--SIAM Review "If this subject begins to sound more interesting than it did in
the last newspaper article on 130 million digits of Pi, I have partly succeeded. To
succeed completely I will have gotten you interested enough to read the delightful and
important book by the Borweins."--American Mathematical Monthly "The authors are to
be commended for their careful presentation of much of the content of Ramanujan's
famous paper, 'Modular Equations and Approximations to Pi'. This material has not
heretofore appeared in book form. However, more importantly, Ramanujan provided no
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proofs for many of the claims that he made, and so the authors provided many of the
missing details . . . The Borweins, indeed have helped us find the right
roads."--Mathematics of Computation
A thorough guide to elliptic functions and modular forms that demonstrates the
relevance and usefulness of historical sources.
Originally published in 1927, this book presents the collected papers of the renowned
Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan (1887-1920), with editorial contributions
from G. H. Hardy (1877-1947). Detailed notes are incorporated throughout and
appendices are also included. This book will be of value to anyone with an interest in
the works of Ramanujan and the history of mathematics.
The present volume contains invited talks of 11th biennial conference on "Emerging
Mathematical Methods, Models and Algorithms for Science and Technology". The main
message of the book is that mathematics has a great potential to analyse and
understand the challenging problems of nanotechnology, biotechnology, medical
science, oil industry and financial technology. The book highlights all the features and
main theme discussed in the conference. All contributing authors are eminent
academicians, scientists, researchers and scholars in their respective fields, hailing
from around the world.
"Our understanding of how the human brain performs mathematical calculations is far
from complete. In The Number Sense, Stanislas Dehaene offers readers an
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enlightening exploration of the mathematical mind. Using research showing that human
infants have a rudimentary number sense, Dehaene suggests that this sense is as
basic as our perception of color, and that it is wired into the brain. But how then did we
leap from this basic number ability to trigonometry, calculus, and beyond? Dehaene
shows that it was the invention of symbolic systems of numerals that started us on the
climb to higher mathematics. Tracing the history of numbers, we learn that in early
times, people indicated numbers by pointing to part of their bodies, and how Roman
numerals were replaced by modern numbers. On the way, we also discover many
fascinating facts: for example, because Chinese names for numbers are short, Chinese
people can remember up to nine or ten digits at a time, while English-speaking people
can only remember seven. A fascinating look at the crossroads where numbers and
neurons intersect, The Number Sense offers an intriguing tour of how the structure of
the brain shapes our mathematical abilities, and how math can open up a window on
the human mind"--Provided by publisher.
The biography of a mathematical genius. Paul Erdos was the most prolific pure
mathematician in history and, arguably, the strangest too. 'A mathematical genius of the
first order, Paul Erdos was totally obsessed with his subject -- he thought and wrote
mathematics for nineteen hours a day until he died. He travelled constantly, living out of
a plastic bag and had no interest in food, sex, companionship, art -- all that is usually
indispensible to a human life. Paul Hoffman, in this marvellous biography, gives us a
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vivid and strangely moving portrait of this singular creature, one that brings out not only
Erdos's genius and his oddness, but his warmth and sense of fun, the joyfulness of his
strange life.' Oliver Sacks For six decades Erdos had no job, no hobbies, no wife, no
home; he never learnt to cook, do laundry, drive a car and died a virgin. Instead he
travelled the world with his mother in tow, arriving at the doorstep of esteemed
mathematicians declaring 'My brain is open'. He travelled until his death at 83, racing
across four continents to prove as many theorems as possible, fuelled by a diet of
espresso and amphetamines. With more than 1,500 papers written or co-written,
Examines scientific discoveries and developments within their historic context, showing
how social trends and events influenced science and how scientific developments
changed people's lives.
Biography of Srinivasa Ramanujan Aiyangar, 1887-1920, mathematician from India.
During the first half of the 20th century, mathematics became an international discipline
that led to major advances in science and technology. Modern Mathematics: 1900 to
1950 provides an eye-opening introduction to those five historic decades by analyzing
the advancement of the field through the accomplishments of 10 significant
mathematicians. From David Hilbert and Emmy Noether, who introduced the infinite
dimensional vector spaces and algebraic rings that bear their names, to Norbert
Wiener, the founder of cybernetics, this in-depth volume is an excellent choice for
libraries aiming to provide a range of resources covering the history of mathematics.
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The First Edition of the book is a collection of articles, all by the author, on the Indian
mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan as well as on some of the greatest
mathematicians in history whose life and works have things in common with
Ramanujan. It presents a unique comparative study of Ramanujan’s spectacular
discoveries and remarkable life with the monumental contributions of various
mathematical luminaries, some of whom, like Ramanujan, overcame great difficulties in
life. Also, among the articles are reviews of three important books on Ramanujan’s
mathematics and life. In addition, some aspects of Ramanujan’s contributions, such as
his remarkable formulae for the number pi, his path-breaking work in the theory of
partitions, and his fundamental observations on quadratic forms, are discussed. Finally,
the book describes various current efforts to ensure that the legacy of Ramanujan will
be preserved and continue to thrive in the future. This Second Edition is an expanded
version of the first with six more articles by the author. Of note is the inclusion of a
detailed review of the movie The Man Who Knew Infinity, a description of the
fundamental work of the SASTRA Ramanujan Prize Winners, and an account of the
Royal Society Conference to honour Ramanujan’s legacy on the centenary of his
election as FRS.
"The son of a prominent Japanese mathematician who came to the United States after
World War II, Ken Ono was raised on a diet of high expectations and little praise.
Rebelling against his pressure-cooker of a life, Ken determined to drop out of high
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school to follow his own path. To obtain his father’s approval, he invoked the biography
of the famous Indian mathematical prodigy Srinivasa Ramanujan, whom his father
revered, who had twice flunked out of college because of his single-minded devotion to
mathematics. Ono describes his rocky path through college and graduate school,
interweaving Ramanujan’s story with his own and telling how at key moments, he was
inspired by Ramanujan and guided by mentors who encouraged him to pursue his
interest in exploring Ramanujan’s mathematical legacy. Picking up where others left
off, beginning with the great English mathematician G.H. Hardy, who brought
Ramanujan to Cambridge in 1914, Ono has devoted his mathematical career to
understanding how in his short life, Ramanujan was able to discover so many deep
mathematical truths, which Ramanujan believed had been sent to him as visions from a
Hindu goddess. And it was Ramanujan who was ultimately the source of reconciliation
between Ono and his parents. Ono’s search for Ramanujan ranges over three
continents and crosses paths with mathematicians whose lives span the globe and the
entire twentieth century and beyond. Along the way, Ken made many fascinating
discoveries. The most important and surprising one of all was his own humanity."
This volume presents the idea that one studies orthogonal polynomials and special
functions to use them to solve problems.

You may have watched hundreds of episodes of The Simpsons (and its sister
show Futurama) without ever realising that they contain enough maths to form an
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entire university course. In The Simpsons and Their Mathematical Secrets,
Simon Singh explains how the brilliant writers, some of the mathematicians, have
smuggled in mathematical jokes throughout the cartoon's twenty-five year history,
exploring everything from to Mersenne primes, from Euler's equation to the
unsolved riddle of P vs. NP, from perfect numbers to narcissistic numbers, and
much more. With wit, clarity and a true fan's zeal, Singh analyses such
memorable episodes as 'Bart the Genius' and 'Homer3' to offer an entirely new
insight into the most successful show in television history.
• Best Selling Book for UPSESSB PGT History with objective-type questions as
per the latest syllabus. • Compare your performance with other students using
Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s UPSESSB PGT History Practice Kit. •
UPSESSB PGT History Preparation Kit comes with 12 Tests (10 Mock Tests + 2
Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of
selection by 14 times. • The UPSESSB PGT History Sample Kit is created as per
the latest syllabus given by the Uttar Pradesh Secondary Education Service
Selection Board. • UPSESSB PGT History Prep Kit comes with well-structured
and detailed Solutions of each and every question. Easily Understand the
concepts. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content
by experts. • Get Free Access to Unlimited Online Preparation for One Month by
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reviewing the product. • Raise a query regarding a solution and get it resolved
within 24 Hours. Why EduGorilla? • The Trust of 2 Crore+ Students and
Teachers. • Covers 1300+ Exams. • Awarded by Youth4Work, Silicon India, LBS
Group, etc. • Featured in: The Hindu, India Today, Financial Express, etc. •
Multidisciplinary Exam Preparation. • Also provides Online Test Series and Mock
Interviews.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . an excellent textbook . . . well organized and
neatly written." —Mathematical Reviews ". . . amazingly interesting . . ."
—Technometrics Thoroughly updated to showcase the interrelationships between
probability, statistics, and stochastic processes, Probability, Statistics, and
Stochastic Processes, Second Edition prepares readers to collect, analyze, and
characterize data in their chosen fields. Beginning with three chapters that
develop probability theory and introduce the axioms of probability, random
variables, and joint distributions, the book goes on to present limit theorems and
simulation. The authors combine a rigorous, calculus-based development of
theory with an intuitive approach that appeals to readers' sense of reason and
logic. Including more than 400 examples that help illustrate concepts and theory,
the Second Edition features new material on statistical inference and a wealth of
newly added topics, including: Consistency of point estimators Large sample
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theory Bootstrap simulation Multiple hypothesis testing Fisher's exact test and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Martingales, renewal processes, and Brownian motion
One-way analysis of variance and the general linear model Extensively classtested to ensure an accessible presentation, Probability, Statistics, and
Stochastic Processes, Second Edition is an excellent book for courses on
probability and statistics at the upper-undergraduate level. The book is also an
ideal resource for scientists and engineers in the fields of statistics, mathematics,
industrial management, and engineering.
Based on the remarkable true story of G. H. Hardy and Srinivasa Ramanujan,
and populated with such luminaries such as D. H. Lawrence, Bertrand Russell,
and Ludwig Wittgenstein, The Indian Clerk takes this extraordinary slice of history
and transforms it into an emotional and spellbinding story about the fragility of
human connection and our need to find order in the world. A literary masterpiece,
it appeared on four bestseller lists, including the Los Angeles Times, and
received dazzling reviews from every major publication in the country.
This text explores the many transformations that the mathematical proof has
undergone from its inception to its versatile, present-day use, considering the
advent of high-speed computing machines. Though there are many truths to be
discovered in this book, by the end it is clear that there is no formalized approach
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or standard method of discovery to date. Most of the proofs are discussed in
detail with figures and equations accompanying them, allowing both the
professional mathematician and those less familiar with mathematics to derive
the same joy from reading this book.
A biography of the Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan. The book gives a
detailed account of his upbringing in India, his mathematical achievements, and
his mathematical collaboration with English mathematician G. H. Hardy. The
book also reviews the life of Hardy and the academic culture of Cambridge
University during the early twentieth century.
In 1150 AD, Bhaskaracarya (b. 1114 AD), renowned mathematician and
astronomer of Vedic tradition composed Lilavati as the first part of his larger work
called Siddhanta Siromani, a comprehensive exposition of arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, mensuration, number theory and related topics. Lilavati has been used
as a standard textbook for about 800 years. This lucid, scholarly and literary
presentation has been translated into several languages of the world.
Bhaskaracarya himself never gave any derivations of his formulae. N.H. Phadke
(1902-1973) worked hard to construct proofs of several mathematical methods
and formulae given in original Lilavati. The present work is an enlargement of his
Marathi work and attempts a thorough mathematical explanation of definitions,
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formulae, short cuts and methodology as intended by Bhaskara. Stitches are
followed by literal translations so that the reader can enjoy and appreciate the
beauty of accurate and musical presentation in Lilavati. The book is useful to
school going children, sophomores, teachers, scholars, historians and those
working for cause of mathematics.
During the years 1903-1914, Ramanujan recorded many of his mathematical
discoveries in notebooks without providing proofs. Although many of his results
were already in the literature, more were not. Almost a decade after Ramanujan's
death in 1920, G.N. Watson and B.M. Wilson began to edit his notebooks but
never completed the task. A photostat edition, with no editing, was published by
the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research in Bombay in 1957. This book is the
second of four volumes devoted to the editing of Ramanujan's Notebooks. Part I,
published in 1985, contains an account of Chapters 1-9 in the second notebook
as well as a description of Ramanujan's quarterly reports. In this volume, we
examine Chapters 10-15 in Ramanujan's second notebook. If a result is known,
we provide references in the literature where proofs may be found; if a result is
not known, we attempt to prove it. Not only are the results fascinating, but, for the
most part, Ramanujan's methods remain a mystery. Much work still needs to be
done. We hope readers will strive to discover Ramanujan's thoughts and further
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develop his beautiful ideas.
This book features selected papers from the 7th International Conference on
Mathematics and Computing (ICMC 2021), organized by Indian Institute of
Engineering Science and Technology (IIEST), Shibpur, India, during March 2021.
It covers recent advances in the field of mathematics, statistics, and scientific
computing. The book presents innovative work by leading academics,
researchers, and experts from industry.
This is a book about Mathematics but not a book of Mathematics. It is an attempt,
between the serious and facetious, of conveying the idea that a mathematical
thought is the result of different experiences, geographical and social factors.
Even though it is not clear when Mathematics had started, it is evident that it had
been used at an early stage of human history and by ancient Babylonians and
Egyptians who have already developed a sophisticated corpus of mathematical
items, which were the workhorse tools in engineering, navigation, trades and
astronomy. The book sweeps across the mathematical minds of the Greek and
Arab traditions, concepts by Assyro-Babylonians, and ancient Indian Vedic
culture. The mathematical mind has modeled the evolution of societies and has
been modeled by it. It is now in the midst of a great revolution and it is not clear
where it will bring us. The current new epoch needs new mathematical tools and,
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above this, a new way of looking at Mathematics. This book tells the tale of what
went on and what might go on.
Ramanujan's Place in the World of MathematicsEssays Providing a Comparative
StudySpringer Nature
One study after another shows American students ranking behind their
international counterparts in the STEM fields—science, technology, engineering,
and math. Businesspeople and cultural critics such as Bill Gates warn that this
alarming situation puts the United States at a serious disadvantage in the hightech global marketplace of the twenty-first century, and President Obama places
improvement in these areas at the center of his educational reform. What can be
done to reverse this poor performance and to unleash America’s wasted talent?
David E. Drew has good news—and the tools America needs to keep competitive.
Drawing on both academic literature and his own rich experience, Drew identifies
proven strategies for reforming America’s schools, colleges, and universities,
and his comprehensive review of STEM education in the United States offers a
positive blueprint for the future. These research-based strategies include creative
and successful methods for building strong programs in science and
mathematics education and show how the achievement gap between majority
and minority students can be closed. A crucial measure, he argues, is recruiting,
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educating, supporting, and respecting America’s teachers. Accessible, engaging,
and hard hitting, STEM the Tide is a clarion call to policymakers, administrators,
educators, and everyone else concerned about students’ participation in the
STEM fields and America’s competitive global position.
The letters that Ramanujan wrote to G. H. Hardy on January 16 and February 27, 1913, are
two of the most famous letters in the history of mathematics. These and other letters
introduced Ramanujan and his remarkable theorems to the world and stimulated much
research, especially in the 1920s and 1930s. This book brings together many letters to, from,
and about Ramanujan. The letters came from the National Archives in Delhi, the Archives in
the State of Tamil Nadu, and a variety of other sources. Helping to orient the reader is the
extensive commentary, both mathematical and cultural, by Berndt and Rankin; in particular,
they discuss in detail the history, up to the present day, of each mathematical result in the
letters. Containing many letters that have never been published before, this book will appeal to
those interested in Ramanujan's mathematics as well as those wanting to learn more about the
personal side of his life. Ramanujan: Letters and Commentary was selected for the CHOICE
list of Outstanding Academic Books for 1996.
Anand Kumar, a mathematics prodigy, defied all challenges to set up one of the most
successful and innovative teaching initiatives in the world—Super 30. Born in Chandipur Bela,
Patna, Anand secured a place in Cambridge University but couldn’t attend because he had no
money and sold papads in the evenings instead. He dealt with his own disappointment by
setting up an innovative school in 2002 to prepare underprivileged students for the IIT JEE
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examination. Super 30 has an astonishing success rate and on an average, twenty-seven to
twenty-eight of the thirty students crack the exam every year. Stirring and heart-wrenching, this
is the extraordinary story of a visionary who has elevated these bright sparks and, through
education, given them hope to rise above crippling poverty.
G. H. Hardy was one of this century's finest mathematical thinkers, renowned among his
contemporaries as a 'real mathematician ... the purest of the pure'. He was also, as C. P. Snow
recounts in his Foreword, 'unorthodox, eccentric, radical, ready to talk about anything'. This
'apology', written in 1940 as his mathematical powers were declining, offers a brilliant and
engaging account of mathematics as very much more than a science; when it was first
published, Graham Greene hailed it alongside Henry James's notebooks as 'the best account
of what it was like to be a creative artist'. C. P. Snow's Foreword gives sympathetic and witty
insights into Hardy's life, with its rich store of anecdotes concerning his collaboration with the
brilliant Indian mathematician Ramanujan, his aphorisms and idiosyncrasies, and his passion
for cricket. This is a unique account of the fascination of mathematics and of one of its most
compelling exponents in modern times.
Activity Book for National Interactive Maths Olympiad (NIMO) & other National/International
Olympiads/Talent Search Exams based on CBSE, ICSE, GCSE, State Board syllabus &NCF
(NCERT).
All that mattered to him was the magic and mystery of numbers. The world of numbers was the
sole reality for S. Ramanujan, India's most famous mathematician of the twentieth century.
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